### University Classroom and Business Building 540

**Sheet 5.1**

**Vehicular - Directional (Street scale) (9 qty)**
- **Daylight:** 15' 9"
- **Low light:** 15' 9"
- **75% reliability (% of population will read)**

**Pedestrian Directional (42)**
- **Daylight:** 12' 5"
- **Low light:** 12' 5"
- **75% reliability (% of population will read)**

**Font Family - Interstate**

**More gaurds on all sign types**

**Campus Directory**
- Student Lot 16B
- Permit Required
- Towing enforced at owner's expense.

**Parking Information**
- 713.743.3333 (Police)

**Parking lot entry markers**
- **Vehicle Scale**
  - Campus perimeter, public thoroughfares
  - Entrances and internal campus directionals

**Parking icon**
- Lot type and number
- Permit information
- Information panel (phone number, web access, details)

### Production Features

**Fabrication and Installation**
- (1 unit)
- (Rough budget pricing only)

**Type A**
- $17,721 / 14,970
  - $14,357 / 13,449 option
  - $12,500 / 6,800

**Type B**
- $15,029 / 12,627

**Type C**
- $11,512 / 10,323

**Type D**
- $11,327 / 10,263
  - $6,325 / 3,278
  - $2,070

**Type E**
- $4,250

**Type F**
- $3,800

**Alternate E type structures being considered**

**Sign destroyed and to be replaced**
- Max 4 listings

**Alternate G type free standing monument sign structure ($23,000)**

---

**DRAFT Campus Signage Family**
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**University of Houston**

Houston, TX